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Working metaphor: 
Spanish social work education as a building

• The slow and difficult construction of social 
work as a university discipline (1932-2007)

• The fast demolition of the social work 
educational building (1979-present)

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
In this presentation I will follow a very simple working metaphor: A constructional metaphor. I will consider the Spanish social work education as a building. A building that during many, many years has been built very slowly and costly. A building that nowadays is probably affected by a kind of “aluminosis”. Perhaps, this is why is being demolished in an extremely accelerated fashion. So, I will do my presentation in two main parts. In the first one, I will present the main milestones in the history of the Spanish Social Work Education. I will talk about the slow and difficult construction of Social Work as a university discipline. I could start before, but my starting point will be 1932, when social work is taught systematically for the first time in Spain. In the second one, I will focus in the recent years, when we are sadly experiencing the demolition of the social work educational building. We have begun to realize the destruction from 2007 onwards, but this destruction is the result of a process that began much earlier, since the late 1970s or early 1980s. I'll end up trying to be positive. Emphasizing the lessons learned from the misfortunes we have experienced in social work in recent years.
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• the history of Spanish social work education is 
indistinguishable from the history of social 
work as a profession and the history of 
Spanish social protection

• We could go back a long way in time, but to be 
brief, we will start at the moment when the 
first Spanish school of social work is founded.

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
Let us begin, not without first indicating that it is impossible to talk about the history of education in social work in Spain without referring to social work as a profession, as well as the development of the different social protection systems.As I said before, We could go back a long way in time, but to be brief, we will start at the moment when the first Spanish school of social work was founded.
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The Construction
• Late nineteen-1930. foundational period

– Before 1927. figures who reflect on how to better serve 
the poor.

– 1927. First School of Social Service by Dr. Roviralta and 
Mrs. Antonia Farreras. 

• 1930-1950. Authoritarian beneficence period.  
• 1950-1970, Expansion and developmentism period.

– 1958. Social work becomes vocational training
– 1968. First Congress of Social Assistants. Social Work is

adopted as a term. University status for social work studies 
is requested

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
We can talk about of a foundational period. Before 1927 it is possible to find relevant thinkers and key figures in relation to assisting the poor and most disadvantaged (Concepción Arenal is a must, like Alice Salomon is a must in Germany and in all Europe). But it was not until 1927 that the first school of social work was founded by Dr. Roviralta and Mrs. Antonia Farreras. Just four years before the Second Spanish Republic, a vibrant period in all areas of life in Spain. Despite being a time of great changes and improvements, in the social sphere these were quickly erased by the advent of the dictatorship. Franco's terrible dictatorship lasted from 1936 to 1975. Therefore, until at least the 1950s, social work in Spain can be considered to be guided by the principles of rancid and misunderstood Catholicism allied with the dictatorship. It is a period of authoritarian beneficence. Form 1950 to 1970, Spain approaches the United States, and although the country is not under the Marxall Plan, a certain openness and economic improvement begin. It is a time of intense urbanization and growth of the middle classes. This period of Expansion and “developmentism” shows a certain reformulation of the social work practice in the Catholic Church and in the institutions of the dictatorship. Social work becomes vocational training and the first school of this kind in founded in Madrid. Many other follows. With the passing of time, that school became the Faculty of Social Work at Complutense. At the end of the period the impact of the Latin American reconceptualization movement is noted, and new professional practices aimed to social change appear. In 1968 the First National Congress of Social Assistants was held in Barcelona. It is then when the term social worker is adopted. 
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The construction

• 1970 -1980 Technical period 
• 1980-2000 First golden period

– Creation of the Autonomous Communities Public 
Social services systems

– 1981 University status
• 2000-2007 Second golden period

– Dependency Law
– Bologna Process. Masters and PhD degrees. 

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
From 1970 professionals retrain and prepare to work in democracy in a new institutional framework. The Catalonian School of Social Services had a key role designing the future and new system of public social services. Since 1980 we are entering what can be called the first golden period of social work. Public social services systems are created in the 17 Autonomous Communities. In 1981, social work studies became university studies. From 1984  almost all graduates find employment in the public sector after completing their studies. But this facility for employment, positive from a professional point of view, had very negative consequences as a discipline, which did not have the need to develop as others with more employment needs, such as psychology. Due to the type of entrance that had in the university (only as first cycle studies), as well as for that facility to obtain employment, the discipline of the social work was born and remained underdeveloped until almost the present time.The second golden age of the Spanish social work came to alleviate this deficiency. The well-known Bologna process  has been an opportunity to improve the discipline and to set the same academic level that other allied fields of study. At the same time, In 2006 a National Law was pass to create a new system to protect the dependents where social workers have a key role as professionals. Second generation of laws of Social Services were passed during this period. It meant the consolidation of the system but an open door to the privatization of the management of the system. We will talk about this process later.
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The demolition
• 1979 – present. The privatization and liberalization

period. 
– The management of public services has been privatized,
– Social workers are precarious employees
– Major cuts in all public services.
– Higher education is not a good personal investment.
– In some autonomous communities, university tuition fees 

have grown exponentially in recent years. 
– Growing inequality in access to basic services in education 

between regions
– Specific attacks to the Schools of social work. 

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
Little by little, since 1979, we could say, since Thatcher came to power in the UK, (Reagan was in 1981) the processes of privatization and liberalization of all aspects of life, are progressively affecting the practice of social work and its education.This is something that is not noticeable until 2008, after the great recession, but which has been larvated for a long time. The stage is like a house affected by aluminosis. When one realizes that there is a problem, the only solution may be to demolish the building. Who knows.The management of public services has been completely privatized, especially since the mid-1990s. With the new laws for the Systems of of Social ServicesCurrently, social workers are precarious employeesThere have been major cuts in all public services. Health, social services, and education has been no exception. Budgets for higher education in particular have been significantly reduced.Higher education (master's and doctorate) no longer contributes to substantial wage improvements. It begins to be cheaper to study at a private university than a public one. In some autonomous communities, university tuition fees have grown exponentially in recent years. There have been years of increases of over 160%. There is a growing inequality in access to basic services and education between regions. There have been some attacks specifically targeting social work, due to its still academic fragilityIn spite of its vivacity, the idea is to integrate the Schools of Social Work into other faculties of social sciences such as sociology or law.
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The demolition

• Maybe demolition can't be avoided.
• Perhaps the aluminosis process is too intense.
• But paradoxically, at the heart of these 

processes is where many of our students are 
learning more and more significantly.

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
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Unwanted and unexpected
Learning oporntunities

– La Marea Naranja / The orange tide 
• a protest campaign against the cuts in social services. 
• https://www.cgtrabajosocial.es/marea_naranja

– Trabajo Social se Queda / Social work stays
• A campaign of resistance to save the Faculty of Social 

Work at Complutense. 

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
Finally, I would like to comment on two examples of learning in this demolition context The orange tide is a protest campaign against the cuts being made by the administrations in social services. It's orange because that color is the T-shirts we identify with. It is tide because more and more of us are denouncing the fact that the policies of cuts are generating exclusion and putting an end to social cohesion.On the orange tide, every Friday we come to our jobs with that T-shirt and we also take it to the demonstrations, rallies or protest events that we go to.Trabajo Social se queda (Social Work Stays)  is a campaign of resistance organized by the 1700 students, 80 professors and other employees of the Faculty of Social Work of the Complutense University of Madrid against the attempt to close its center and merge it with the Faculty of Sociology and Political Science. has so far been successful and an example of successful activism. Without a doubt, a great learning experience for everyone, and specially for our students.

https://www.cgtrabajosocial.es/marea_naranja
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aariasas@ucm.es
many thanks!
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